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Achieve more.

This future-proof, cloud-ready solution 
is pioneering digital transformation for 
telecommunications businesses, while 
adding convenience and value for the 
end user. 

NextGen v.Services Framework
A unique, open standard platform enabling simple, fast, affordable integrations 
between applications and networks, all via a single, common framework.
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What You Need To Know About 
v.Services Framework

This solution is deployed in mobile core telecommunication 
networks and is used for authentication, authorization, and 
accounting services. It also establishes a flexible framework 
that provides other capabilities such as policy control, 
USSD, voicemail, charging services, location services, and 
other VAS applications.

v.Services supports extensive traffic volumes, for example:

• 1 billion mobile data transactions per day
• 150 million SMS deliveries per day
• 30 million “Please Call Me” deliveries per day

With NextGen v.Services, you have the capability to 
extend your service offering through simple, seamless 
integrations. Any new technological implementation 
requires the right conduit between systems and 
applications. v.Services enables the capability of extending 
any integration service into any backend system.
 

What does that mean for  
your business? 
Expanded capabilities integrated seamlessly at any time.

The Adapt IT NextGen v.Services Framework is an Application 
Enablement Platform (AEP). It enables you to build innovative 
solutions and construct user-friendly services that will connect 
you directly with your users. It helps you do this quickly, 
professionally, and in a more cost-effective manner.

v.Services is system-agnostic, in that it is a common framework 
that integrates with your own systems and solutions or those of 
Adapt IT. This open standard architecture is ready for you to run 
on any platform, and it will allow you to plug applications into 
any network, without the need to understand the language of 
said network. 

Simply put, this means that any integration can be done in 
a more uncomplicated way, it can be executed faster, thus 
reducing the time and cost it takes to get up and running.

Ease of integration in turn enables ease of connection with 
your users using innovative digital solutions and relevant 
communications services that add ongoing value. We know 
that users appreciate value and will pay for a positive, engaging 
experience. The v.Services Framework allows you to connect 
users to the right information, applications, and services, at 
precisely the right time. 

The fourth industrial revolution is upon us, and it’s placing a lot of pressure on 
traditional telecommunications companies. The general public doesn’t need to 
rely on the telco industry as much as they used to, making competition between 
service providers in this space plentiful and growing by the day. The need to 
compete with connected digital services is becoming ever more prevalent. 

The entire telco industry needs to go above and beyond to instil added value and 
relevance to their operations, which is why offering Value-Added Services is such 
an important component of growth in this sector.

Through digital transformation, quick turnaround in getting solutions to market, 
and via the adoption of digital business models, service providers in the 
telecommunications industry can compete on a future-friendly level. 

Adapt IT NextGen v.Services Framework is the first step  
in that direction.
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Management Console
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The NextGen v.Services management console is a 
powerful user interface that runs on all supported 
browsers. Its main function is to provide v.Services 
users with complete control of the solution and its 
capabilities. The following can be managed from the 
console:

• Complete user management including:
 • Set up users 
 • Define user roles and permissions with regards   
  to access and functionality 

• Dynamic Scripting Development Environment (DIP)
 • Allow users to define scripts and inject into   
  business logic handlers
 • Parse and validate scripting code
 • Test scripting code from the management   
  console
 • Push to test environments and run simulations   
  to tests
 • Deploy to live environments in real-time 

• Server management
• v.Services configuration
• Distribution to multiple nodes
• Server and license status checks
• View real-time metrics and reports
• Perform distributed searches on log files
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v.Connect
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The v.Connect feature was specifically designed to allow 
for authentication and authorization services. It enables 
telecommunications operators to share data products 
across 3G, 4G, DSL, and Wi-Fi networks in real-time, 
via connection convergence. NextGen v.Connect offers 
complete control and monitoring of the data usage:

The NextGen v.Mobile feature offers full USSD gateway 
capability allowing operators to perform USSD services, 
specifically the rapid creation of USSD applications. It 
supports Wireless Application Service Provider (WASP) 
management and short code routing capabilities. 

• v.Connect is aware of the number of subscribers 

• It allows operators to perform online charging   
 services, both session-based and transactional-  
 based 

• Works in conjunction with v.Billing 

• It monitors and controls the data usage policies   
 that allow subscribers to connect to the network 

• It monitors and controls how and when they can browse 

• It controls the relevant charging plan that will be applied

• Operators can launch new applications and services,  
 such as USSD chat and social networking, via the  
 USSD channel  

• Receive messages directly from the signalling network 

• USSD session charging is supported via the v.Billing 

 module 

• Session charging can also be customized via the  
 DIP scripts 

• USSD message routing to third parties 

• Menu building 

• Translation of USSD menus into native smart phone 

 platform like iOS, Android, or Windows mobile
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v.Billing
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The NextGen v.Billing feature enables real-time charging 
via any of the supporting charging protocols. It also offers 
the functionality for rating definitions, charging account 
management, bundle management, bundle configuration, 
notifications, and offline charging record generation. 

Use this feature to collect event data that can influence 
your charging policies and rules for bulk or consumer 
service offerings. All data can also be used for market 
analysis, user value management or fraud and revenue 
assurance.

• It allows for the monitoring of each subscriber’s 

 spend and usage 

• Management of subscription billing and event  
 transaction charging 

• Sending of usage notifications to subscribers 

• It performs all quota bundle management services 

• Allows operators the ability to offer their  
 subscribers a fully integrated eWallet  

• It also performs a supportive function to all other  
 modules in terms of billing

continue reading...
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v.Comms 
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Connect with your users directly with the NextGen v.Comm 
omni-channel service delivery feature and have full control 
over all communications. It is a common service layer that 
provides a single inbox used to aggregate feeds from all 
messaging channels, merging multiple communications into 
one manageable space. 

Using this feature, you can interact with the relevant telco 
gateways on one side, while developing and deploying rich, 
interactive communication services to your users on the 
other side.

Standard functionality includes the following for one-to-one 
and bulk messaging: MMS, SMS, and email; while enhanced 
functionality includes spam, virus management, and 
content filtering. v.Services Comms services include:

Associated user analytics and data gathered through the 
use of v.Comms can be used to improve customer service, 
as well as for system monitoring, revenue assurance, and 
fraud management.

• SMSC
• USSD

• MMSC
• SMS Bulk Messaging Gateway
• Hosted email
• Call completion and missed call alerts
• VOIP
• Android/iOS in-app messaging
• S@T and SIM app
• Ad insertion among other features
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v.Services Cloud
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NextGen v.Services Cloud offers you the ability to create 
your own unique service offering using the v.Services 
ecosystem. Combine connectivity and the complete 
capabilities of our enablement platform to your advantage. 
Connect devices and users to any local mobile network, 
view and manage connectivity in real-time, allocate mobile 
data and service consumption. 

The v.Services Cloud environment is secure and offers 
extensive availability. It can be scaled to suit your 
requirements enabling you to define and manage your 
unique environment in the way that suits your business.

Figure 4: v.Services Extention Framework
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The Adapt IT v.Services platform is used directly for the Adapt 
IT USSD Gateway solution as well as all other Adapt IT telco 
solutions. It has a number of benefits for the operator and user, 
some of which include:

Service Consolidation
• Consolidate all services and applications on the same  
 platform
• Business logic is implemented in the DIP scripts
• Enable the decoupling of all the functionality from the  
 actual underlying protocols 

Superior Scalability
• Deploy on virtual servers and allocate dedicated VMs  
 to specific subsets of decoders and core instances
• Enables the addition of focused capacity when required 
 
Single Platform For Multiple Applications
• Add additional elements to your network
• Extend the platform by adding to your own applications 
 
Built-In Versioning and Source Control
• Host all your configuration, business logic, and rules  
 definitions in a proper source and versioning platform
• Get alerts when changes are being made
• Compare changes to configurations or revert to previous 
 versions 
 
Real-Time Metrics Engine
• Access integrated real-time metrics and performance- 
 monitoring
• Fine-tune the platform, monitor changes, and immediately  
 detect when additional capacity is required
• Use the reporting capability to identify usage patterns or  
 detect traffic spikes 
 
Control Console UI
• Monitor, configure, and deploy releases directly from the  
 management console
• Using the UI, DIP files can be changed, configuration of  
 services can be performed; releases can be created,  
 deployed, and rolled back
• Audit user actions
• Utilize version control to identify changes on every level  
 of the platform
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Dynamic Rule Testing And Deployment
• Platform flexibility provides for dynamic changes to the  
 business logic and rules that the various business logic  
 handlers are executing at runtime
• No need to recompile or redeploy implementation code
• Test business rules via the UI and apply to any environment  
 directly from there 
 
Reusing Of Implemented Interfaces
• Share third party or system integrations with external systems
• Reduce time when implementing new services by reusing  
 existing interfaces 
• Save on integration time and costs 
 
Operational Uniformity
• Uniform and consistent environment for all the services
• Easy to support, upgrade, and maintain 
 
Commercial Platform With Flexibility
• More flexibility to add applications or new protocols
• Less dependency on platform releases to maintain the  
 stability of the platform
• Committed and dedicated engineering resources responsible  
 for enhancing the capabilities and features on a continual basis 
 
Application Customization Without Code Changes
• Modify applications or services without having to do  
 development code changes
• Make configuration and script changes from a web front-end  
 with role-based access control 
• Version control all changes from the central management  
 console 
 

continue reading...
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Implementation of NextGen v.Services Framework is carried  
out over a prescribed amount of time that is dependent on 
the requirements of the overall project. Adapt IT provides the 
professional services and project management required for 
installation of the solution, including testing, deployment,  
and training. 

As our online platform was growing in terms of traffic 
and content, customers were struggling to find what 
they were looking for on our website. By implementing 
the Search Platform with Adapt IT, we serviced our 
customers better. Adapt IT helped us on our Digital 
Strategy which was to capitalise on customers going to 
digital-first and removing barriers to entry.

Use NextGen v.Services Framework to seamlessly 
connect your applications and networks, in order to 
offer innovative digital solutions to your users. 
Get started today.

TESTIMONIAL 

ACTION POINT 

Enhancing Your Customers Experience  
Through NextGen VAS Solutions

Siyabonga Shabangu –  
Senior Specialist Online & SEO at Vodacom

“

“
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This is another way that 
Adapt IT can help you 
spend less... and ACHIEVE MORE.

Get in touch with us: 
sales.telecoms@adaptit.com 

+27 (0) 10 494 2893

20 

YEARS
IN TELECO INDUSTRY

EXPERIENCE

30 
TELCO (b2b)

CUSTOMERS AND COUNTING

SERVING

2500 
(b2c)

SUPPORT 

CORPORATE AND ENTERPRISE 

80 

MILLION

SERVING

MOBILE SUBSCRIBERS A DAY

200 

MILLION

DELIVERY 

SMS PER DAY 

 5 

BILLION

PROCESSING

TRANSACTIONS PER DAY

15 BILLION 
CDR

PROCESSING

CALL DATA RECORDS PER DAY 

We adapt and connect:
PROBLEMS WITH SOLUTIONS
YOUR IDEAS WITH REALITY
PEOPLE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

Achieve more.

We create ADVANCED TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS THAT UNDERSTAND, 
ENHANCE AND ANTICIPATE YOUR BUSINESS 
NEEDS

telecoms.adaptit.tech


